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Abstract

All malignant cancers, whether inherited or sporadic, are fundamentally governed by Darwinian

dynamics. The process of carcinogenesis requires genetic instability and highly selective local

microenvironments, the combination of which promotes somatic evolution. These

microenvironmental forces, specifically hypoxia, acidosis and reactive oxygen species, are not

only highly selective, but also induce genetic instability. As a result, malignant cancers are

dynamically evolving clades of cells living in distinct microhabitats that virtually ensure the

emergence of therapy-resistant populations. Cytotoxic cancer therapies also impose intense

evolutionary selection pressures on the surviving cells and thus, increase the evolutionary rate.

Importantly, the principles of Darwinian dynamics also embody fundamental principles that can

illuminate strategies for the successful management of cancer.

“Evolution is a tinkerer.”

Francois Jacob

Introduction

In 1976, Peter Nowell proposed a model for somatic evolution in carcinogenesis, based on

prior work by himself and others (1 and references therein). Despite a lack of detailed

genetic data, this model developed a prescient description of later data demonstrating

mutational heterogeneities in cancer 2, 3. More recently, insightful and profound

evolutionary models of carcinogenesis have been developed, yet have not addressed the

exact microenvironmental selection factors that are directing cancers to evolve more

malignant phenotypes 4, 5. In this work, we integrate microenvironmental factors at work

during cancer progression, specifically environmental stressors such as hypoxia and

acidosis. These commonly observed factors not only select for malignant phenotypes, but

also impact genomic stability itself. Thus, this “unifying theory” places evolution of the

genome within a dynamically changing adaptive landscape, the outcome of which is

genotypic and phenotypic heterogeneity, both of which negatively impact the ability of

targeted therapies to exert cancer control.

Although cancer is conventionally defined as disease of the genes, we propose that a

teleological understanding of cancer will not necessarily emerge from cataloging the vast

number of genetic changes observed in clinical tumors. We6 and others4, 5, have proposed
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that a unifying analytical framework can be found in evolutionary theory. Interestingly,

Darwin knew nothing of genetics. As he described it, the dynamics of evolution simply

required a mechanism of inheritance. Indeed, successful characterization of evolution and

ecology proceeded for nearly a century prior to development of robust molecular methods.

This success reflects two often neglected first principles of natural selection: “Nature selects

for phenotype, not genotype”, and “Population changes are dependent on local

environmental selection forces”. In multicellular organisms, many key traits are polygenetic

so that the mapping of genetics to phenotypes is often imprecise. Thus, it is well recognized

that common phenotypes in both cancer and normal cells can have myriad genetic causes7.

In cancers, evolution is fundamentally driven by environmental selection forces interacting

with individual cellular strategies or phenotypes, which supervene cell genetics.

Understanding cancer as a disease starts with identifying critical environmental forces and

corresponding adaptive cellular strategies. Characterizing evolving populations solely by

their genetic changes prior to understanding these fundamental evolutionary forces is likely

to be futile6.

Even if we accept evolution as a unifying paradigm, significant limitations in our current

application of these principles must be recognized. Specifically, although cancers are widely

described as heterogeneous, it is commonly assumed (and hoped) that tumors are well-

mixed and synchronous. Thus, tumors are commonly described by single attributes of

drivers, such as “ER-positive”, “triple negative”, “B-raf expressing”, etc. However, selection

in cancers is explicitly local in nature and the resulting phenotypic heterogeneity within

individual tumors is germane to therapy response. Each cancer cell competes within its

immediate environment forming an ecological and evolutionary horizon. Thus, tumors can

be thought of as continents populated by multiple cellular species adapting to regional

variations in environmental selection forces. It may be postulated that the greater this

diversity of niches is, the poorer the prognosis8. Although this apparent chaos is daunting,

tumors nonetheless remain governed by evolutionary principles and hence, specific patterns

of selection and adaptation can be predicted, identified and exploited. In earlier work, we

proposed intratumoral hypoxia and acidosis as strong evolutionary selective pressures,

leading to common metabolic phenotypes of cancers9, 10. In this Perspective, we further this

thesis by showing that hypoxia and acidosis may act both as regional selection forces and as

promoters of rapid adaptation by inducing genomic alterations, which we contend is an

atavistic response to environmental stress.

Tumor heterogeneity

It is acknowledged that cancers are associated with profound alterations in the genome at

multiple levels, including epigenetic regulation, point mutations, deletions, duplication and

wholesale chromosomal rearrangements. What is less commonly appreciated is that these

changes occur heterogeneously within a single tumor. Hundreds of gene mutations can be

found in tumors. This may occur by emergence of a ‘mutator phenotype’11, which can be

induced by heritable genetics, viral infections, or variations in microenvironmental

conditions. Although mutation rates in cancers may not be different to those of normal

tissues2, it is undisputed that mutations accumulate, often to high levels, possibly owing to

abrogation of checkpoints. Genetic alterations can be induced directly, by an inhibited or
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reduced DNA repair response or by external genotoxic stressors. Genetic alterations can also

accumulate indirectly by inhibiting apoptosis, or even more indirectly by inducing

hyperplasia, leading to the important environmental sequelae of hypoxia, generation of

reactive oxygen species (ROS) and acidosis. These are combined in a ‘unifying model’,

illustrated in Figure 1. Notably, accumulation of mutations will only emerge when there is

strong evolutionary selection and the current local phenotype is not at a fitness maximum12.

Hence, the mere existence of diverse mutations and chromosomal translocations in cancers

at presentation infers a high degree of environmental selection within growing tumors.

Heritable mutators—At least 5% of all cancers can be attributed to inherited mutations

(reviewed in 13, 14). Table 2 in reference 13 is a comprehensive list of genes known to lead to

heritable cancers, and it is illuminating in many ways. More than half of these genes are

mutations or deletions in either DNA damage response (DDR) associated pathways or

inhibition of apoptosis, which respectively lead directly or indirectly to the accumulation of

genetic alterations15. Other genes associated with inherited mutations and tumour

development modulate growth factor-independent or adhesion-independent proliferation13,

both of which can lead to hyperplasia. An unanswered question is the effect of these

heritable mutations on normal tissues in man, for which there are little data. In mice,

hyperplasia has been observed in response to PTEN knockout, which eventually can lead to

neoplasia 16. Similarly, RET protooncogene expressing mice consistently develop

hyperplasia 17. We speculate that humans inheriting these mutations may also develop

hyperplasia prior to the predisposed incidence of cancer. Hyperplastic epithelia outgrow

their blood supply and can become hypoxic and acidic9, 10, and these environmental

sequelae amplify genomic instability, described below. Thus, the vast majority of heritable

cancer genes lead directly or indirectly to genomic alterations. Notably, these data are biased

for non-lethality, as genes that control tightly regulated processes cannot be deregulated

without being embryonic lethal 18.

Micro-environmental mutators—An important component of the current model is that

somatic evolution occurs on an adaptive landscape that is entirely local. Thus, cells are

responding to direct microenvironmental influences and are not susceptible to systemic

perturbations unless these, in turn, alter the local microenvironment. At a single cell level,

genomic instability occurs in the presence of environmental stress. These stressors can be

lethal and thus provide strong selective pressure along with genome instability. Those that

do not die are winners in the Evolutionary Game (see Box 1). This increase in genome

instability with environmental stress is an atavistic response, as it is observed in

microorganisms such as yeast and bacteria 19, and can be observed in mammalian cells

under stress20,21. The following sections on hypoxia and acidity give further credence to the

hypothesis that microenvironmental stressors will lead to genomic instability (vide infra).

The physical microenvironment of a nascent tumor is constantly changing, often in response

to inflammation. Chronic inflammation is associated with the majority of sporadic

cancers22, 23, and is the product of an immune response to infection, environmental factors

or diet24. Inflammation is associated with cytokine-induced hyperplasia and ROS-induced

cell death and genotoxicity. Cells in hyperplastic epithelia can grow into ductal lumens
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making them exist further from their blood supply, leading first to episodic intra-luminal

hypoxia, selection for a glycolytic phenotype (the Warburg effect) and consequently

increased acidity, as well as nutrient and growth factor deprivation. These harsh conditions

can also be viewed as an altered adaptive landscape with a significant increase in the slope

of the fitness function (see Box 1). This altering adaptive landscape selects cells at each

stage that are able to overcome microenvironmental barriers. Major sequelae of the process

of hyperplasia are stressors: hypoxia and acidosis inter alia, which can also lead to genomic

instability. This is consistent with the observations of increased mutational frequency of

reporter genes in xenografts compared to in vitro cultures, which can be ascribed to

microenvironmental stressors of hypoxia and/or acidosis 25-27.

At the systemic level, genetic anomalies can also be directly acquired. Viruses can impact

genome stability directly through insertion mutagenesis or p53 inactivation28,29.

Additionally, there are environmental mutagens, such as those found in tobacco, coal tar or

ultraviolet radiation 30, 31, 32, 33 . As with inflammation, however, environmentally induced

mutations will not lead to outgrowth of cancers in the absence of local environmental

selection mediated by an altered adaptive landscape.

Hypoxia and ROS—Hypoxia can be present early in carcinogenesis, even in in-situ

cancers 34-36. In invasive disease, tumor hypoxia is a strong predictor for the presence of

metastasis (reviewed in 37). Hypoxia can lead to genomic instability via multiple

mechanisms, such as ROS-induced DNA damage, replication restart errors, and decreased

activities of the DDR machinery, including mismatch repair and methylation silencing of

BRCA1 38-40. Re-oxygenation after hypoxia, or the presence of free iron during hemolysis

can induce ROS production and activation of the DNA damage associated kinase ataxia

telangiectasia mutated (ATM)41. Genes involved in homologous DNA repair (such as

RAD51 and RAD52) may also be downregulated, forcing cells to repair double-stranded

breaks with the error-prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway. Severe chronic

hypoxia can select for apoptosis-resistance or mutated p5342, 43, further contributing to

accumulation of mutations. Intermittent hypoxia can lead to gene duplication or wholesale

chromosomal rearrangements 44-46. From an evolutionary standpoint, gene duplication

provides cells with the ability to interrogate new evolutionary trajectories at minimal cost, as

the original gene function is preserved 47. This has been well established for the evolution of

species, and we speculate that this powerful mechanism may also be true for cancer cells as

well.

Acidosis—Through a combination of increased metabolism and poor perfusion, the

extracellular pH of solid tumors can reach values as low as 6.548, 49. Acidosis alone can be

clastogenic, inducing chromosome breakages and translocations in both rodent and human

diploid lines 50. Although the mechanism of acid-induced genomic instability is unknown,

low pH can induce double strand breaks through ROS 51 and/or inhibition of topoisomerase

II 52. An unanswered question in these studies is how environmental pH affects intracellular

events, as the intracellular pH is tightly regulated53, 54. There are numerous mechanisms for

cells to sense environmental pH, such as pH-sensitive G-proteins and ion channels, and

these may be involved in acid-induced signal transduction 55-57. A low pH also results from
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a high rate of glycolysis, and the combination of acidosis with the resultant glucose

deprivation may also provide a strong selection for activated oncogenes 58.

Malignant tumors are temporally and spatially heterogeneous

Induction of genomic alterations and localized selection by heritable and/or environmental

factors will result in phenotypic heterogeneity. Heterogeneity can be viewed

radiographically, wherein a non-uniform pattern of enhancement or attenuation (“texture”)

can be associated with poor outcome59, 60. Even in pre-invasive, ductal carcinoma in situ

(DCIS) breast cancers, a large number of microenvironmental niches can be identified

histologically8. In this study, 112 DCIS cases analyzed for mixed nuclear grades across

multiple sections. Notably, over 40% of these tumors with more than 1 nuclear grade were

positive for mutated p53, suggesting that defects in this tumor suppressor led to increased

incidence of nuclear, and thus, genetic heterogeneity.

Physiological heterogeneity—Each tumor is an ecosystem inhabited by physical

factors, physiological and metabolic factors, normal cells, inflammatory cells, and the actual

populations of tumor cells. An important physiological factor is tumor perfusion, which is

often characterized as heterogeneous, or even “chaotic”. This became an established and

measureable quantity with the advent of dynamic contrast enhanced magnetic resonance

imaging (DCE-MRI), which measures time-dependent distribution of contrast agents61, 62.

The heterogeneity can be quantified and has been shown to be a powerfully negative

prognostic factor 63, 64. Perfusion heterogeneity causes periodic and chronic deficits in

metabolic substrates, particularly oxygen65, 66, and pH48. It is thus not surprising that

regions of tumors with different perfusion patterns also have significantly different gene

expression 67, 68 and proteomic profiles 69. Although expression changes may be reversible,

they are also associated with genetic changes at the chromosomal and genome level, which

are not reversible.

Genetic heterogeneity—In 1930, Winge induced cancers in 80 mice with coal tar, and

examined each tumor histologically. When possible, he counted chromosomes in multiple

individual cells within the same tumor. In doing this, he documented that cells within the

same tumor contained 35-138 chromosomes (normal diploid = 40) 70. Although aneuploidy

is a well-known hallmark of cancer 71, this study documented a wide variation in

chromosome number can occur in a single tumor. This is recapitulated in nuclear structure,

as fractal and texture analyses of nuclei have also been shown to have high prognostic

significance 72. It has long been appreciated that this chromosomal instability is matched by

a genetic instability11, 73. Thus, it is not surprising that similar intratumoral heterogeneities

in the genetic code are also observed. In 2010, Vogelstein's group sequenced the genomes

from 11 different regions within the same pancreatic tumor and observed multiple

constellations of mutations74. Notably, these patterns were not random, so that an

evolutionary map of clades could be developed for this particular cancer, which likely

evolved within distinct environmental niches. More recently Gerlinger et al have performed

profound genomic analyses of four renal cell cancers and have reached the identical

conclusion: that morphologic heterogeneity is recapitulated in genomic heterogeneity with

identifiable evolutionary trajectories3. Notably, in this latter work, multiple instances of
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convergent evolution were observed, reinforcing the axiom that “Nature selects for

phenotype, not genotype”.

Individual cancers can accumulate and heterogeneously express many dozens of exomic

mutations. It has become convention to classify some of these as ‘drivers’, directly affecting

cancer cell proliferation or survival; while others are ‘passengers’, which are assumed to be

phenotypically silent. This strict segregation is misleading since, as noted above, gene

mapping to phenotype can be imprecise and environmental selection forces will vary in time

and space. Thus, genetic mutations critical to survival in one environment may play a

minimal role at another time under different conditions. Furthermore, although they may not

provide an obvious a growth advantage, passenger mutations have been shown to result in

subtle phenotypic variations 75, further resulting in intratumoral phenotypic heterogeneity.

Passenger mutations may be phenotypically silent until exposed to a specific selective

condition, under which the mutation may confer a selective advantage, such as drug

resistance76. The relationship between phenotypic diversity, local selection and evolutionary

rate can be combined in Evolutionary Game Theory formalism (Box 1).

Evolutionary-driven approaches to cancer therapy

The past few decades have witnessed tremendous increases in our knowledge in the complex

web of molecular signals that are deregulated in cancer and the development of specific

agents to target these pathways. However, even when there is a well-known target and a

highly specific drug, increased survival is generally measured in months, not years 77.

Although there are some long-term survivors 78-80, for most advanced cancers and most

patients, response to therapy is fleeting, owing to the inevitable evolution and proliferation

of a resistant population 81. Because of large scale genomic alterations and consequent

diversity, the emergence of resistance is predictable as a fundamental property of

carcinogenesis itself. Although challenging, application of evolutionary principles can

illuminate alternative therapeutic approaches.

It's not whack-a-mole; it's chess—Emergence of drug resistance is rarely, if ever, dealt

with until it occurs. We contend that it should be anticipated in an effort to develop patient-

specific long-term therapeutic strategies. For example, populations responding to an initial

treatment will pass through an evolutionary bottleneck, which would render them transiently

and extremely susceptible to a secondary therapy4. The choice of this therapy should be

anticipated.

It has been claimed that combination therapies, analogous to those used in HIV, will provide

sustained remissions 82. However, HIV has 5 essential and 4 accessory genes, whereas

cancer cells have thousands of genes and controlling elements that can be brought to bear.

Although this is a daunting challenge, the number of possible resistance mechanisms

appears to be finite. For example, resistance of non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) to

tyrosine kinase inhibitors, e.g. erlotinib, can occur by 12 known mechanisms 81. Although

this is a large number, it may be tractable. As the most common mechanism of erlotinib

resistance is a T790M point mutation in the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),

combination with an anti-EGFR antibody would be expected to forestall this type of
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resistance. Such an approach has been tried in HER-2 positive breast cancer with a

combination of an anti-HER-2 antibody, trastuzamab, along with a small molecule inhibitor,

lapatinib, that has resulted in some sustained responses83. Also in breast cancer, there is an

apparent inverse relationship between estrogen receptor (ER) levels and growth factor (GF)

signaling pathways84. Hence, increased expression of GFs or GF receptors may allow

continued proliferation of breast cancers in the absence of ER. This does not appear to be

GF specific, as epidermal growth factor (EGF), insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1),

transforming growth factor β (TGFβ), fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and heregulin can all

downregulate ER protein expression. Downstream, these GFs can activate common

pathways, such as the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway. These signaling

dynamics provide opportunities for applying evolutionary principles to targeted therapy.

Recent clinical trials have shown that adding an mTOR inhibitor (Everolimus) in

combination with an anti-estrogen aromatase inhibitor (exemestane) significantly increased

progression-free survival 85. While combination therapies such as this are appealing, one

could also use an evolutionary approach by starting with one therapy (anti-estrogen for

example) which is both toxic and provides selection forces promoting increased expression

of GR receptors. The latter group can then be treated in a manner that promotes increased

expression of ER. This represents an “evolutionarily futile” cycle that would effectively

allow prolonged tumor control.

Future development of similar approaches can use several paradigms. First, it may be

possible to develop biomarkers that would predict which resistance mechanisms will be

favored in a given patient. Such resistance mechanism could be targeted (or pre-treated) in

combination with the standard treatment regimen, or they could be alternated. Each of these

approaches can be modeled in silico prior to commentcement of therapy, to generate an

interactive and individualized treatment strategy 86. Second, biomarkers to detect resistance

mechanisms early during recurrence need to be developed to define an adaptable treatment

schedule that accounts for and overcomes these mechanisms. Third, such approaches can be

used adaptively.

Adaptive therapy—It is a mantra of modern therapy that we need to treat “the right drug,

in the right patient, at the right time”. While significant effort has been expended to define

the right drug-right patient paradigm, there have been few, if any, advances in complex

dosing schedules that would identify the right time. Such dosing should exploit evolutionary

principles to prolong tumor control by suppressing proliferation of resistant populations.

In the absence of drug, one can infer that resistant cells are less fit than sensitive cells, as

untreated cancers generally have a preponderance of cells that are sensitive to primary

therapies. In controlled studies, it can be observed that some, resistance mechanisms do,

indeed have a “fitness penalty” wherein the resistant clones grow slower than parental

sensitive cells87-89. This is probably related to resource allocation to resistance mechanisms

(e.g. upregulation and function of p-glycoprotein), which would reduce energy available for

proliferation. However, a fitness penalty for resistance cannot be assumed. In some cases,

the resistant clones appear to grow just as fast as do parental cells. This may be the case for

T790M mutated EGF receptor87or for cells expressing the 190 kD multidrug resistance

protein, MRP1 90. Nonetheless, if there is a penalty for resistance, treating tumors with sub-
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lethal doses of targeted therapy, and only treating when faced with quantifiable tumor

growth, has the potential to prevent the emergence of a resistant population89. Such a

paradigm is standard-of-care for some liquid cancers that can be easily monitored, and

recently has been applied to hormone-sensitive solid cancers. With the advent of anti-

androgens (e.g. abiraterone), men with prostate cancer are often treated periodically,

primarily to reduce side effects. Although these therapies are not used adaptively, drug

holidays can delay emergence of a lethal, androgen-independent phenotype 91. In hormone-

sensitive breast cancer, periodic, compared with continuous tamoxifen may delay the

emergence of an estrogen receptor negative phenotype 92. To our knowledge, such an

approach has not been attempted in patients with an evolutionarily informed dosing

schedule, or with pathway-specific targeted therapies.

Targeting phenotypes and selection forces—Phenotypes, rather than specific gene

products, of cancer can be attractive as therapeutic targets. This is an old concept, as most

early chemotherapeutics (such as anti-folates) were developed to inhibit a common

metabolic phenotype associated with proliferation 93. Angiogenesis inhibitors are often

viewed as targeting a phenotype94 as it interrupts vascular development and supposedly kills

tumor cells through substrate deprivation. However, when viewed through an evolutionary

lens, this is simplistic because it also alters the environment (through increased hypoxia and

acidosis) which produces strong Darwinian forces that rapidly promote adaptive strategies

including increased invasiveness. Not surprisingly, anti-angiogenic therapy has shown little

benefit as monotherapy95. However we note that the ability to predictably alter the adaptive

landscape of a tumor remains a powerful evolutionary tool and, thus, combinations of anti-

angiogenics with follow-on drugs that target the adapted phenotypes will likely be

successful96, 97. More recently, the concept of targeting the phenotype has been expanded to

target altered glucose metabolism and its sequelae. Agents targeting glucose metabolism

have been developed at all levels of the metabolic pathway, including glucose transport, its

metabolic intermediates and end-products, and these have shown effect preclinically in

combination with other targeted therapies98-101. Tumor acidosis follows from increased

glycolysis and can lead to increased invasion and metastasis102. This acidity can be

neutralized using buffers, such as sodium bicarbonate, imidazoles or lysine, which can

inhibit the formation of spontaneous or experimental metastases 103-105. Buffers have also

been shown to increase the efficacy of weak-base chemotherapeutics through reduction of

ion trapping, which will increase intracellular distribution of drugs 106.

Cancers are often characterized as diseases of proliferation, but it can equally be claimed

that cancer is a disease of cell death. It may be so that virtually all malignant, drug-resistant

cancers are deficient in apoptosis. Thus, rational targeting to re-stimulate sensitivity to

apoptosis could have general applicability. However, this is daunting, as nature selects for

phenotype (apoptosis resistance) and not the myriad of mechanisms that are available to

cells to evade suicide107. Thus, as with targeted therapy, the efficacy of an apoptosis

inducing agent will depend on the specific mechanism express by a specific patients' tumor.

Additionally, the selective pressure to reduce apoptosis is strong and thus evolutionary game

theory predicts that resistant clones would rapidly emerge. Nonetheless, it can be argued that

apoptosis is rarely a component of normal physiology in adults and thus remains an
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attractive target, and that combination therapies to prevent occurrence of resistance may be

well-tolerated. Apoptosis promoting therapies that have shown some success include

bortezemib to inhibit proteosomes 108, dichloroacetate to restore mitochondrial

function 100, 109, cell death cytokines such as TRAIL 110, and mTOR inhibitors such as

rapamycin or Everolimus 111-113. Evolutionary therapy suggests that these agents should be

effective, if used rationally in combination with drugs that should stimulate an apoptotic

signal, and in combination with each other to prevent emergence of a resistant phenotype.

Smart bombs, not magic bullets—As an alternative to targeting agents against specific

signal transduction pathways, cancer control can theoretically be achieved through the

delivery of regionally toxic agents to kill target cells with some collateral damage to

surrounding cells, both cancerous and supporting stroma. This is the promise of

radioimmunotherapy, which has been effective in managing liquid cancers in their bone

marrow niche114 and are being increasingly developed for solid tumors115. There is growing

interest in the use of alpha, as compared to beta emitters, as they maximize collateral

damage and are less susceptible to radio-resistance 116, 117. As an alternative to molecular

targeting, agents are also being developed to selectively deliver high dose

chemotherapeutics or radionuclides to the unique tumor pathophysiology; i.e. regions that

are hypoxic or acidic, with the rationale that these conditions are not present in normal

tissues. A maturing concept is to develop pro-drug carriers that will release their ‘warheads’

only under hypoxic or acidic conditions. For hypoxia, these pro-drug agents are generally

based on 2-nitroimidazoles that are irreversibly reduced in the absence of oxygen. This

involves an electronic rearrangement that results in cleavage of the bond between the

nitroimidazole and the drug 118, 119. Some of these agents have shown tumor-specific effect

across a variety of cancers in phase I/II clinical trials, either as monotherapy or in

combination with standard chemotherapeutics 120, 121, and are now in phase III. Although

earlier in development, acidic regions can be targeted by small drug-carrying nanoparticles

that dissolve at low pH, releasing their contents 122, 123. It may be possible, through

judicious use of these agents, that the most evolutionary selective regions of cancers can be

periodically targeted, leading to long-term management of this disease. However, from an

evolutionary standpoint, such approaches will have to be strictly monitored, as the local

delivery of high dose therapy will add a further selection pressure on an already highly

selective niche.

Conclusions

We propose a unifying model in which malignant cancers, regardless of etiology

(spontaneous, infectious or heritable) emerge following Darwinian dynamics. It is critical to

recognize that somatic evolution is generated by complex local interactions between

environmental stressors, adaptive strategies and genomic instability. Epigenetic alterations,

mutations and chromosomal rearrangements contribute to continued cellular evolution but

genetic changes, per se, are not sufficient for evolution to occur. Cancer cell development,

like any Darwinian process, is governed by environmental selection forces and cellular

adaptive strategies that are phenotypes or combinations of phenotypes. Attempting to

characterize cancers through observed genetic changes and ignoring the adaptive landscape
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will most likely be futile. Indeed, independent microenvironmental niches in a growing

tumor have a high degree of physiological and genomic heterogeneity leading to divergent

phenotypes, which dramatically increase the potential evolutionary rate, instilling malignant

cancers with an ability to be dynamically adaptable. Under the selective pressure of

chemotherapy, resistant populations will invariably evolve. However, while emergence of

resistance is inevitable, proliferation of resistant populations is not. It is critical to recognize

that cancer cells can only adapt to immediate selection forces – they cannot anticipate future

environmental conditions or evolutionary dynamics. Importantly, we can anticipate; and this

is our fundamental advantage in designing new therapeutic strategies. We can use our

understanding of somatic evolution to strategically direct Darwinian processes to prevent the

outgrowth of resistant cancer populations and, by doing so, improve outcomes.

Acknowledging this in therapy planning may lead to sustainable management of cancers and

we have used this to enumerate a number of evolutionarily-informed non-exclusive

therapeutic strategies.
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Box 1

Evolutionary game theory

The existence of a harsh environment and genotypic heterogeneity can be formally

combined in evolutionary game theory, which can be summarized in a basic equation

governing evolutionary rate 124:

∂μ/∂t is the evolutionary rate at which the strategy (phenotype) (μ) of a population varies

with time (t). In this context, strategy represents the phenotypes that control proliferation

within the local environment. σ is the phenotypic diversity, which generally reflects

genetic diversity. However, the genotype-phenotype relationship is non-stoichiometric,

as genetic mutations may be phenotypically silenced through the action of molecular

chaperones125. Notably, this equation states that the rate of evolution increases with the

square of phenotypic diversity. ∂G/∂μ is the slope of the fitness function, which relates

the sensitivity of fitness, (G) to changes in phenotype (μ). A harsh environment generally

produces a high slope, meaning that even small changes in phenotype can cause large

variations in fitness. This relationship explicitly links evolving cancer populations to both

intracellular and environmental properties. Specifically, cancer populations that are

phenotypically heterogeneous or live in harsh, cytotoxic environments will evolve

rapidly if they are below their fitness maximum. Importantly, environment and

phenotypic diversity are also fundamentally coupled in that a stressful environment

(hypoxia and acidosis) will lead to increased diversity (genetic alterations) via atavistic

mechanisms. Administration of cytotoxic agents will convert even a stable tumor

environment into one that is more selective, with a high value of ∂G/∂μ. This

fundamental principal has to be taken into account when devising therapeutic approaches.
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Box 2

Glossary

Teleology – a doctrine that final causes exist, and thus that purpose is a part of nature. In

the current context, teleology dictates that cancers exist for a (self-serving) purpose.

Thus, we ask “why”, and not “how”, do cancers behave the way they do?

Atavistic – reverting to, or suggesting the characteristics of a remote ancestor or primitive

type. In the current context, atavism is the expression of behaviors in cancer cells that are

not normally observed in normal metazoan cells, but are observed in prokaryotes and/or

protozoa.

Clades – a taxonomic group of organisms classified together on the basis of homologous

features traced to a common ancestor. In the current context, groups of cancer cells

evolve in physically distinct niches, and exhibit local genetic homogeneity.

Theory - a coherent group of general propositions that can be used as principles of

explanation and prediction for a class of phenomena. A proposed explanation whose

status is still conjectural and subject to experimentation.

Supervenience – a mathematical and philosophical formalism that describes the

relationship between two sets - in this case phenotype (or more broadly adaptive

strategies) and genotypes. In the subvenient set (genetics) each point will map to a point

in the phenotype set; and in the supervenient set (phenotypes), each adaptive strategy can

map to many different points in the genotype set. Thus, each phenotype can have a

myriad of genetic causes. In contrast, each genetic alteration is usually associated with a

single phenotype.
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Figure 1. A unifying model of carcinogenesis
Inflammation is implicated in the majority of sporadic cancers and induces both hyperplasia

and release of reactive-oxygen species (ROS), which are genotoxic. Hyperplastic epithelia

grow intraluminally and have regions of chronic and intermittent hypoxia, which leads to

inhibition of DNA damage response (DDR) machinery, as well as induction of ROS. The

combination of increased genotoxicity through ROS and decreased DDR increases the

accumulation of mutations, which normally will cause cell death, yet can accumulate if cell

death response pathways are inhibited. Hypoxia also selects for cells with a glycolytic

phenotype (the Warburg effect), and an important sequela of glycolysis is intratumoral

acidosis. Acidosis is clastogenic and leads to chromosomal abnormalities. Inherited

mutations are indicated by blue boxes and include those that induce hyperplasia and

metabolic defects, defects in the DDR machinery itself, or diminished efficiency of cell

death machinery. Notably, hypoxia, acidosis and ROS can also impart strong evolutionary

selection a well as increasing genomic instability. The combination of genome instability

along with Darwinian selection increases the rate of evolution and leads to growth of distinct

clades within tumors. The resulting genotypic/phenotypic diversity of nascent tumors leads

to malignancy, and in the context of therapy, resistance.
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